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2 Novels Explore Adventure in Kashmir and the Sudan
Author Martina Nicolls has drawn from her own
experiences and travels throughout the world to write two
stunning novels with the same main character. The first is
Kashmir on a Knife-Edge, an intriguing story that balances
fact with fiction. The second is The Sudan Curse, which
tells of a professional aid worker who finds an ancient
Egyptian ring.
Discover what it was like for a Western woman working in
Kashmir following 9/11. In Kashmir on a Knife-Edge,
Jorja Himmermann is an Australian consultant working for
the Ministry of Education in the capital of Kashmir, a
Pakistan-administered state. Her life takes a precarious turn
following the terrorist attacks on September 11, as she is
separated from her boyfriend back in Australia, and caught
in a society that balances love and isolation with danger.
Peek into the picturesque yet troubled Kashmir area, a land
caught between the conflicting nations of Pakistan and
India.
“This is a seductive work. One also falls in love with Kashmir itself and its people, both of which
are brought vividly to life. A wealth of detail about the history, culture and politics of Kashmir is
woven into the tale but it is a story about people more than anything else. It informs but also
uplifts. In the end it demonstrates that though East may be East and West may be West, the twain
may well meet with much mutual enrichment.” – Jan Scherpenhuizen, Australian author

The Sudan Curse is another electrifying and actionpacked drama. It brings the Sudan’s and Jorja’s
hardships to life by exposing the idealism, inequality,
conflict, despair, and the delusion of love amid this
country’s emergence from civil war.
An explosion in Cairo propels professional aid worker
Jorja into a world of suspense when she discovers a
mysterious ancient Egyptian ring in her purse.
Who put it there? Is it a fortunate omen or is it cursed?
Follow Jorja into remote and isolated regions of Sudan
as she battles disasters, disease and death.
About the Author: Martina Nicolls is an international
development worker in developing countries, advising
on child labor, governance, education, and health. She
also evaluates donor programs overseas to ensure

accountability and transparency. She lives in Canberra, Australia, and is
currently writing about Liberia.

KASHMIR ON A KNIFE-EDGE (ISBN: 978-1-61204-677-8) is available
at:
Amazon/Kindle: http://www.amazon.com/Kashmir-on-a-Knife-Edge-ebook/dp/B0053QGLXG/
Barnes and Noble/Nook: http://search.barnesandnoble.com/Kashmir-on-a-Knife-Edge/MartinaNicolls/e/2940012891044
And for multi-format E-Readers through numerous online vendors
THE SUDAN CURSE (ISBN: 978-1-61204-676-1) is available at:
Amazon/Kindle:http://www.amazon.com/The-Sudan-Curseebook/dp/B00558UM78/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1307759096&sr=1-1
Barnes and Noble/Nook: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-sudan-curse-martinanicolls/1016170177?ean=2940012920393&itm=1&usri=the%2bsudan%2bcurse
And for multi-format E-Readers through numerous online vendors
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